Fee/monthly

BASIC
MICRO
10

BASIC
MICRO
20

BASIC
MICRO
50

BASIC
MICRO
75

BASIC
MICRO
100

BASIC
MICRO
150

39,00 kn

59,00 kn

119,00 kn

169,00 kn

219,00 kn

329,00 kn

BASIC MICRO service package details
Duration/monthly

36

36

36

36

36

36

eDocuments included in the
package

10

20

50

75

100

150

5,00 kn

10,00 kn

25,00 kn

37,00 kn

49,00 kn

69,00 kn

Additional options
eArchive for eDocuments in the
package

Notes
All prices are expressed in HRK exclusive of VAT.
The agreed service package can be changed to a larger service package during the period of contractual obligation
free of charge.
The agreed service package can be changed to a smaller service package during the period of contractual obligation.
In that case, an additional fixed fee in the amount of 199.00 HRK is charged. The agreed service package can only be
changed to the smaller service package next to it.
The cost of activation of the BASIC MICRO service package amounts to 199.00 HRK.
The cost of urgent activation amounts to 1,199.00 HRK and includes the activation of services within 24 hours from the
officially agreed business cooperation.

ALL SENT AND/OR ARCHIVED eDOCUMENTS EXCEEDING THE PACKAGE LIMIT ARE CHARGED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE FOLLOWING PRICES
eInvoice, eCredit note, eDebit note, eDocument, eReminder note

2,49 kn

eCreditNote + eResponse (the sender of the eCredit note covers the cost of the eResponse, i.e. the
input tax entry feedback statement)

2,99 kn

eResponse, eReceipt advice, eDespatch advice, ePurchase order

0,89 kn

Archive for eDocuments/per document

0,49 kn

Archive for other documents/MB

0,49 kn

AUTOMATIC ACCOUNT FREEZE STATUS (ADDITIONAL OPTION)

Account freeze notifications*

STANDARD

EXCLUSIVE

Unit price

Flat

Flat + biweekly report

eInvoice 10/monthly and 20/
monthly

10,00 kn

15,00 kn

20,00 kn

eInvoice 50/monthly, 75/monthly
100/monthly

9,00 kn

20,00 kn

35,00 kn

eInvoice 150/monthly and more

8,00 kn

70,00 kn

100,00 kn

*Information about the blocked entity is delivered at the time of sending the eInvoice from the „Kreiraj“ or ERP application. The
user will receive information on the status of the account freeze if the buyer’s account becomes frozen at any time during the
duration of the payment period of the delivered invoice.

Phrases „Moj eRačun”, “Moj-eRačun“, “moj-eracun” and alike, “Moj DMS”, “Moj-DMS” and alike, “Moj eArhiv”, “Moj-eArhiv” and alike, “eRa
konverter” and alike, “Moj eRačun API v1“, “Moj eRačun API v2“ and alike, “Moj BI”, “Moj-BI” and alike, imply one or more computer software,
software interfaces, their source code, graphic solutions and all relevant documentation in relation to all of the aforementioned.
That computer software and systems, their source code, their software interfaces, graphic solutions as well as all relevant documentation
connected with them are the ownership of the company Elektronički računi d.o.o. VAT ID: 42889250808 (further in text: Company), which declares
and warrants being an exclusive holder of intellectual property rights, in particular copyright, in relation to the aforementioned. Without an
explicit written approval of the Company, it is not allowed to reproduce, transfer, distribute, or amend the content of the software and systems,
their source code, their software interfaces, graphic solutions or any documentation in relation to the them, whether entirely or partially,
neither it is allowed to use the know-how transferred or accrued therewith, nor to use it in any other way; except for purposes of connecting
with that computer software and systems of the Company with the goal of using the Company’s services and products and/or business
cooperation with the Company.

BASIC
250

BASIC
350

BASIC
450

BASIC
600

549,00 kn

769,00 kn

989,00 kn

1.319,00 kn

Duration/monthly

36

36

36

36

eDocuments included in the
package

250

350

450

600

119,00 kn

139,00 kn

209,00 kn

279,00 kn

Fee/monthly

BASIC SERVICE PACKAGE DETAILS

Additional options
eArhiv za eDokumente iz paketa

Notes
All prices are expressed in HRK exclusive of VAT.
The agreed service package can be changed to a larger service package during the period of contractual obligation free of
charge.
The agreed service package can be changed to a smaller service package during the period of contractual obligation. In
that case, an additional fixed fee in the amount of 199.00 HRK is charged. The agreed service package can only be changed
to the smaller service package next to it.
The cost of activation of the BASIC service package amounts to 199.00 HRK.
The cost of urgent activation amounts to 1,199.00 HRK and includes the activation of services within 24 hours from the officially
agreed business cooperation.

ALL SENT AND/OR ARCHIVED EDOCUMENTS EXCEEDING THE PACKAGE LIMIT ARE CHARGED IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE FOLLOWING PRICES
eInvoice, eCredit note, eDebit note, eDocument, eReminder note

2,49 kn

eCreditNote + eResponse (the sender of the eCredit note covers the cost of the eResponse, i.e. the
input tax entry feedback statement)

2,99 kn

eResponse., eReceipt advice, eDespatch advice, ePurchase order

0,89 kn

Archive for eDocumnts/per document

0,49 kn

Archive for other documents/MB

0,49 kn

Phrases „Moj eRačun”, “Moj-eRačun“, “moj-eracun” and alike, “Moj DMS”, “Moj-DMS” and alike, “Moj eArhiv”, “Moj-eArhiv” and alike, “eRa
konverter” and alike, “Moj eRačun API v1“, “Moj eRačun API v2“ and alike, “Moj BI”, “Moj-BI” and alike, imply one or more computer software,
software interfaces, their source code, graphic solutions and all relevant documentation in relation to all of the aforementioned.
That computer software and systems, their source code, their software interfaces, graphic solutions as well as all relevant documentation
connected with them are the ownership of the company Elektronički računi d.o.o. VAT ID: 42889250808 (further in text: Company), which declares
and warrants being an exclusive holder of intellectual property rights, in particular copyright, in relation to the aforementioned. Without an
explicit written approval of the Company, it is not allowed to reproduce, transfer, distribute, or amend the content of the software and systems,
their source code, their software interfaces, graphic solutions or any documentation in relation to the them, whether entirely or partially,
neither it is allowed to use the know-how transferred or accrued therewith, nor to use it in any other way; except for purposes of connecting
with that computer software and systems of the Company with the goal of using the Company’s services and products and/or business
cooperation with the Company.

BASIC

BUSINESS

PREMIUM

BUSINESS
PARTNER

49,00 kn

149,00 kn

299,00 kn

149,00 kn

36

36

36

24

eInvoice, eCredit note, eDebit note,
eDocument, eReminder note

2,09 kn

1,99 kn

1,89 kn

2,19 kn

eCredit note + eResponse*

2,99 kn

2,69 kn

2,49 kn

2,69 kn

eResponse, eReceipt advice,
eDespatch advice, ePurchase order

0,89 kn

0,69 kn

0,49 kn

0,69 kn

100,00 kn

250,00 kn

500,00 kn

-

0,49 kn

0,39 kn

0,29 kn

0,39 kn

Fee/monthly

Service package details
Duration/monthly

HIR FLAT/monthly

eArchive for eDocuments in the
package

Notes

*The sender of the eCredit note covers the cost of the eResponse, i.e. the input tax entry feedback statement.
The BASIC service package is intended for companies which send 600-1000 invoices monthly. The BUSINESS service package
is intended for companies which send 1000-2000 invoices monthly. The PREMIUM service package is intended for companies
which send more than 2000 invoices monthly. The agreed service package can be changed to a smaller service package
during the period of contractual obligation. In that case, an additional fixed fee in the amount of 199.00 HRK is charged. The
agreed service package can only be changed to the smaller service package next to it.
The BUSINESS PARTNER service package is intended for accounting firms.
All prices are expressed in HRK exclusive of VAT.
The agreed service package can be changed to a larger service package during the period of contractual obligation free of
charge.
The price of archiving a reminder note receipt statement equals 0.15 HRK and it is not included in the unit price of the
eReminder note.
The agreed service package can be changed to a smaller service package during the period of contractual obligation. In
that case, an additional fixed fee in the amount of 199.00 HRK is charged. The agreed service package can only be changed
to the smaller service package next to it.
HIR FLAT includes sending all invoices with the priority delivery status.
The cost of activation of the BASIC, BUSINESS and PREMIUM service package amounts to 199.00 HRK.
The cost of urgent activation amounts to 1,199.00 HRK and includes the activation of services within 24 hours from the officially
agreed business cooperation.

Phrases „Moj eRačun”, “Moj-eRačun“, “moj-eracun” and alike, “Moj DMS”, “Moj-DMS” and alike, “Moj eArhiv”, “Moj-eArhiv” and alike, “eRa
konverter” and alike, “Moj eRačun API v1“, “Moj eRačun API v2“ and alike, “Moj BI”, “Moj-BI” and alike, imply one or more computer software,
software interfaces, their source code, graphic solutions and all relevant documentation in relation to all of the aforementioned.
That computer software and systems, their source code, their software interfaces, graphic solutions as well as all relevant documentation
connected with them are the ownership of the company Elektronički računi d.o.o. VAT ID: 42889250808 (further in text: Company), which declares
and warrants being an exclusive holder of intellectual property rights, in particular copyright, in relation to the aforementioned. Without an
explicit written approval of the Company, it is not allowed to reproduce, transfer, distribute, or amend the content of the software and systems,
their source code, their software interfaces, graphic solutions or any documentation in relation to the them, whether entirely or partially,
neither it is allowed to use the know-how transferred or accrued therewith, nor to use it in any other way; except for purposes of connecting
with that computer software and systems of the Company with the goal of using the Company’s services and products and/or business
cooperation with the Company.

PRICE LIST FOR ADDITIONAL
SERVICES
Database processing
< 20 entities

0,00 kn

20 - 50 entities

19,99 kn

51 - 100 entities

49,00 kn

101 - 300 entities

99,00 kn

301 - 500 entities

149,00 kn

501 - 1000 entities

249,00 kn

1001 - 3000 entities

499,00 kn

3001 - 5000 entities

799,00 kn

5001 - 7000 entities

899,00 kn

7001 - 10000 entities

999,00 kn

on request*
Access request

19,99 kn

per document**

0,80 kn

Private tutorial
10 people max.

3.459,00 kn

20 people max.

4.459,00 kn

eDocument call-off

0,50 kn

eResponse (the input tax entry
feedback statement)

0,89 kn

HIR (High Importance Receive) –
priority delivery of eInvoices

1,49 kn

Notes
All prices are expressed in HRK exclusive of VAT.

*for users whose agreed service package does not include the mojeArhiv
**download price per eDocument from the eArchive service, if the agreed service package does not include
the mojeArhiv service

Phrases „Moj eRačun”, “Moj-eRačun“, “moj-eracun” and alike, “Moj DMS”, “Moj-DMS” and alike, “Moj eArhiv”, “Moj-eArhiv” and alike, “eRa
konverter” and alike, “Moj eRačun API v1“, “Moj eRačun API v2“ and alike, “Moj BI”, “Moj-BI” and alike, imply one or more computer software,
software interfaces, their source code, graphic solutions and all relevant documentation in relation to all of the aforementioned.
That computer software and systems, their source code, their software interfaces, graphic solutions as well as all relevant documentation
connected with them are the ownership of the company Elektronički računi d.o.o. VAT ID: 42889250808 (further in text: Company), which declares
and warrants being an exclusive holder of intellectual property rights, in particular copyright, in relation to the aforementioned. Without an
explicit written approval of the Company, it is not allowed to reproduce, transfer, distribute, or amend the content of the software and systems,
their source code, their software interfaces, graphic solutions or any documentation in relation to the them, whether entirely or partially,
neither it is allowed.

MICRO

BASIC

PREMIUM

95,00 kn

125,00 kn

240,00 kn

Contact and ownership details

+

+

+

Credit rate

+

+

+

Account freeze status (all accounts)

+

+

+

Financial indicators

+

+

+

Profitability and activity indicators

+

+

+

Comparation with the competition

-

+

+

Employment indicators

-

+

+

Bankruptcy check for 10 entities

-

up to 3 monthly

unlimited

Download of a detailed
creditworthiness report

-

up to 3 monthly

unlimited

Download of a sales directory

-

-

up to 3 monthly

1 licence

up to 3 licenses

unlimited

Fee/monthly

Functionalities

Number of licences

Additional options*
Bankruptcy check for 10 entities – one-time

20,00 kn

Download of a detailed creditworthiness report – one-time

50,00 kn

Download of a sales directory – one-time

100,00 kn

*Exclusive for senders of the mojeRačun service with a monthly fee

Notes
All prices are expressed in HRK exclusive of VAT.
The agreed service package can be changed to a larger service package during the period of contractual obligation
free of charge.
The agreed service package can be changed to a smaller service package during the period of contractual
obligation. In that case, an additional fixed fee in the amount of 199.00 HRK is charged

Phrases „Moj eRačun”, “Moj-eRačun“, “moj-eracun” and alike, “Moj DMS”, “Moj-DMS” and alike, “Moj eArhiv”, “Moj-eArhiv” and alike, “eRa
konverter” and alike, “Moj eRačun API v1“, “Moj eRačun API v2“ and alike, “Moj BI”, “Moj-BI” and alike, imply one or more computer software,
software interfaces, their source code, graphic solutions and all relevant documentation in relation to all of the aforementioned.
That computer software and systems, their source code, their software interfaces, graphic solutions as well as all relevant documentation
connected with them are the ownership of the company Elektronički računi d.o.o. VAT ID: 42889250808 (further in text: Company), which declares
and warrants being an exclusive holder of intellectual property rights, in particular copyright, in relation to the aforementioned. Without an
explicit written approval of the Company, it is not allowed to reproduce, transfer, distribute, or amend the content of the software and systems,
their source code, their software interfaces, graphic solutions or any documentation in relation to the them, whether entirely or partially,
neither it is allowed.

MICRO
Duration/monthly
Fee/monthly/per licence

24

BASIC
36

119,00 kn 109,00 kn

BUSINESS

PREMIUM

24

36

24

36

24

36

99,00 kn

89,00 kn

79,00 kn

69,00 kn

69,00 kn

59,00 kn

Package details
Number of licences

1-3

4-10

11-15

15+

500 MB

500 MB

500 MB

500 MB

mDMS

+

+

+

+

Manual assignment of
documents

+

+

+

+

Number of predefined workflows
included in the package

4

4

4

4

Disk space per licence/MB

0,35 kn

0,35 kn

0,35 kn

0,35 kn

Additional disk space (500 MB)

69,99 kn

69,99 kn

69,99 kn

69,99 kn

Worflow creation/hour

350,00 kn

350,00 kn

350,00 kn

350,00 kn

Developer/hour

350,00 kn

350,00 kn

350,00 kn

350,00 kn

Process engineer/hour

210,00 kn

210,00 kn

210,00 kn

210,00 kn

Disk space per licence/monthly

Additionals

Notes
All prices are expressed in HRK exclusive of VAT.
The agreed service package can be changed to a larger service package during the period of contractual obligation free
of charge.
The cost of activation of the mojDMS service equals 199.00 HRK (the cost of activation is not calculated if a user agreed on
the creation of a personalized workflow).
The agreed service package can be changed to a smaller service package during the period of contractual obligation.
In that case, an additional fixed fee in the amount of 199.00 HRK is charged. The agreed service package can only be
changed to the smaller service package next to it.

Phrases „Moj eRačun”, “Moj-eRačun“, “moj-eracun” and alike, “Moj DMS”, “Moj-DMS” and alike, “Moj eArhiv”, “Moj-eArhiv” and alike, “eRa
konverter” and alike, “Moj eRačun API v1“, “Moj eRačun API v2“ and alike, “Moj BI”, “Moj-BI” and alike, imply one or more computer software,
software interfaces, their source code, graphic solutions and all relevant documentation in relation to all of the aforementioned.
That computer software and systems, their source code, their software interfaces, graphic solutions as well as all relevant documentation
connected with them are the ownership of the company Elektronički računi d.o.o. VAT ID: 42889250808 (further in text: Company), which declares
and warrants being an exclusive holder of intellectual property rights, in particular copyright, in relation to the aforementioned. Without an
explicit written approval of the Company, it is not allowed to reproduce, transfer, distribute, or amend the content of the software and systems,
their source code, their software interfaces, graphic solutions or any documentation in relation to the them, whether entirely or partially,
neither it is allowed.

BUSINESS PARTNER
24

Duration/monthly
Fee/monthly/per licence

99,00 kn

Package details
Disk space per licence/monthly

500 MB

mDMS

+

Manual assignment of
documents

+

Number of predefined workflows
included in the package

4

Additional options
Disk space per licence/MB

0,35 kn

Additional disc space (500 MB)

69,99 kn

Workflow creation / piece

350,00 kn

Developer/hour

350,00 kn

Process engineer/hour

210,00 kn

Notes
All prices are expressed in HRK exclusive of VAT.
The agreed service package can be changed to a larger service package during the period of contractual obligation
free of charge.
The cost of activation of the mojDMS service equals 199,00 HRK (the cost of activation is not calculated if a user agreed
on the creation of a personalized workflow).
The agreed service package can be changed to a smaller service package during the period of contractual obligation.
In that case, an additional fixed fee in the amount of 199.00 HRK is charged. The agreed service package can only be
changed to the smaller service package next to it.

Phrases „Moj eRačun”, “Moj-eRačun“, “moj-eracun” and alike, “Moj DMS”, “Moj-DMS” and alike, “Moj eArhiv”, “Moj-eArhiv” and alike, “eRa
konverter” and alike, “Moj eRačun API v1“, “Moj eRačun API v2“ and alike, “Moj BI”, “Moj-BI” and alike, imply one or more computer software,
software interfaces, their source code, graphic solutions and all relevant documentation in relation to all of the aforementioned.
That computer software and systems, their source code, their software interfaces, graphic solutions as well as all relevant documentation
connected with them are the ownership of the company Elektronički računi d.o.o. VAT ID: 42889250808 (further in text: Company), which declares
and warrants being an exclusive holder of intellectual property rights, in particular copyright, in relation to the aforementioned. Without an
explicit written approval of the Company, it is not allowed to reproduce, transfer, distribute, or amend the content of the software and systems,
their source code, their software interfaces, graphic solutions or any documentation in relation to the them, whether entirely or partially,
neither it is allowed.

mOtpremnica
Use of application

150 kn/mj

Setup and activation of the
application on devices

+

User tutorial

+

Notes
All prices are expressed in HRK exclusive of VAT.
The cost of activation of the mOtpremnica service equals 100.00 HRK.
Invoices and despatch advices are charged at the regular price.
The archiving of invoices and despatch advices is charged.

Phrases „Moj eRačun”, “Moj-eRačun“, “moj-eracun” and alike, “Moj DMS”, “Moj-DMS” and alike, “Moj eArhiv”, “Moj-eArhiv” and alike, “eRa
konverter” and alike, “Moj eRačun API v1“, “Moj eRačun API v2“ and alike, “Moj BI”, “Moj-BI” and alike, imply one or more computer software,
software interfaces, their source code, graphic solutions and all relevant documentation in relation to all of the aforementioned.
That computer software and systems, their source code, their software interfaces, graphic solutions as well as all relevant documentation
connected with them are the ownership of the company Elektronički računi d.o.o. VAT ID: 42889250808 (further in text: Company), which declares
and warrants being an exclusive holder of intellectual property rights, in particular copyright, in relation to the aforementioned. Without an
explicit written approval of the Company, it is not allowed to reproduce, transfer, distribute, or amend the content of the software and systems,
their source code, their software interfaces, graphic solutions or any documentation in relation to the them, whether entirely or partially,
neither it is allowed.

